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WHO IS THE IES?

THE IES strives to provide a diverse portfolio of lighting education, networking, and leadership opportunities for all of our members, who consist of:

- Lighting Designers
- Electrical Engineers
- Manufacturers and Local Representatives
- Electrical Distributors and Contractors
- Architects and Interior Designers
- Facility Managers, Owners and ESCOs
- Utilities and Energy Consultants
- Researchers and Educators
- Governments and Municipalities
- And many others...

WHEN YOU JOIN THE IES, YOU...

- JOIN A COMMUNITY
  Become part of a global lighting community of over 8,000 industry professionals and member affiliates;

- ENGAGE
  IES Members are encouraged to participate in local Sections, Technical and Non-Technical Committees, annual Society conferences, research and discussion forums, the new MY IES online community, and other industry events;

- ADVANCE YOUR KNOWLEDGE
  IES offers members fundamental and intermediate level education courses, monthly webinars, videos, podcasts, access to grants & scholarships, Emerging Professional programs, LD+A magazine, LEUKOS journal and more;

- ADVANCE YOUR CAREER
  IES Members are offered numerous networking and leadership opportunities at both the local and society level, as well as opportunities for awards and industry recognition;

- INFLUENCE THE LIGHTING INDUSTRY
  IES encourages members to share their knowledge and experience through volunteering, mentorship programs, research, standards development and advocacy;

- RECEIVE DISCOUNTS
  IES Members save 30% on all IES educational materials and standards, as well as receive discounts on conference registrations and travel accommodations;

- And so much more...
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**LIVE/IN-PERSON**

**Monthly Webinars**
Offered by IES Education, IES Standards and other professional industry organizations

**Fundamental Courses**
Fundamentals of Lighting (10-Module introductory course, offered at local Sections)

**Intermediate Courses**
Diverse topics such as Codes, Daylighting, Electricity, Light & Health, plus more

**Study Groups**
Prep course for the NCQLP Lighting Certified (LC) professional exam

**IES & AIA CEUs**
Certificate of completion for pre-approved educational courses

**Workshops**
Teachers of Lighting Workshop for academic faculty and professional educators

**Conferences**
Attend educational seminars at LIGHTFAIR, Annual Conference and SALC

**ARCHIVED/PRINT**

**Webinar Recordings**
In case you missed it...we offer recording of our live webinars free to members online

**Video Series**
Trailblazers & Icons, Educational Facility Showcase, Indispensable Lighting, plus more

**Podcasts**
Forces of Change, online discussions with industry leaders

**Mobile App**
IES Ready Reference App for industry professionals on the go

**Conference Proceedings**
Video of IES Annual Conference Seminars

**Trade Magazine**
Monthly Lighting Design & Application magazine (*LD+A*) for members

**Research Journal**
*LEUKOS*, print and digital access to articles and editorials from industry experts
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LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

VOLUNTEER

Section Leadership
Participate at your local Section as a board member or committee chair

District/Region
Mentor and assist local Sections to help them gain new members & build programs

Non-Technical Committee
Participate with and/or chair a Society event or program

Mentorship Opportunities
Participate or sponsor an IES EP at the Section or society level

Leadership Bootcamp
Attend an in-depth training for new IES Society leaders

GRANTS/AWARDS/EVENTS

Scholarships & Grants
Available funding for Students and EPs eager to become involved with the IES

Research Grants
Available funding for industry research supporting upcoming technical standards

Design Awards
Gain recognition for outstanding design projects in the field of lighting

Society Awards
Gain recognition for distinguished service to the Society and its members

Speakers Directory
Participate in an online database of IES Members with the topics they want to teach

Conference Presentations
Speaking and educating others at LIGHTFAIR, AC, SALC & Research Symposium

STANDARDS & RESEARCH

Technical Committee
Volunteer with and/or chair an ANSI/IES consensus-based standard

Articles/Papers/Posters
Present your research at the IES Annual Conference

Research Journal
LEUKOS, share your scientific research and engineering developments with others

Research Symposium
Attend our bi-annual conference for lighting educators and researchers

FIRES Forum
Share a hot topic and join in online discussions with others in the industry
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MEMBERSHIP TYPES

STUDENT $25
A student currently enrolled in an accredited degree or vocational program related to the field of illumination.

If enrolled in a Certificate or non-traditional degree program, or have any questions, contact membership@ies.org. Transcript required with application.

EMERGING PROFESSIONAL PROGRAM $95
The IES offers an Emerging Professional (EP) Program for students, recent graduates, or professionals making a career change.

The IES EP Program includes mentorship, tailored educational programs, special events locally at IES Sections as well as at IES Annual Conference, scholarships, and sponsorship opportunities to attend events throughout the year.

Many EPs have gone on to become future Section, District, and Regional Leaders, Members of the IES Board, and even President of the IES!

If interested in participating, contact membership@ies.org.

ASSOCIATE $200
An individual interested in the field of illumination and the mission of the Society.

MEMBER $200
Be a graduate from a 4-year, or longer, accredited college or university curriculum related to the science or art of illumination and an active professional in the field of lighting for at least 5 years (4 years if LC).

- or -
Obtained a degree from an accredited, 4-year college or university and made a valuable contribution to the science or art of illuminating engineering or its literature.

- or -
Minimum of 10 years in the practice or teaching of illumination. 5 of 10 years must be in a professional capacity. (LC only 10 years.)

- or -
Made exceptionally valuable contribution to the science or art of illuminating engineering or to its literature.

SUBSCRIBING MEMBER
$600 (1st yr.)
$400 (subsequent years)
All the benefits of Associate or Member grade PLUS complimentary digital access to the entire IES Lighting Library (100+ Standards & documents) - a value of $3,833 list price!

SUSTAINING MEMBER
This prestigious designation is reserved for individuals, companies, institutions, and others who have elected to support the Society through funding of additional programs that benefit all segments of membership including educational projects, mentorship programs, lighting research, outreach initiatives, and other new endeavors.

CATEGORIES
Diamond Elite $25,000
Diamond $15,000
Emerald $10,000
Platinum $5,000
Gold $2,500
Silver $1,000
Copper $700 (1st yr. ($500 thereafter)

BENEFITS
Sustaining Members receive a company certificate, use of the IES Sustaining Membership logo plus...

Complimentary IES Lighting Library available in digital and print + updates
FREE individual memberships for staff (# varies per dues category)
Recognition in each issue of LD+A (Silver level and above)
Highlighted listing in LD+A’s (Manufacturers & Services Directory) issue
Listing on IES website and in IES Annual Report

OPTIONS
Not sure if a Sustaining Membership is right for you?
Tell us what you’re looking for in a Sustaining Membership.
Contact membership@ies.org to learn more.

Please note, all pricing is in USD.
To be considered for a committee assignment, please complete a submission form at www.ies.org/join-committee

Did you know…the IES has over 75 technical committees that develop standards for nearly every aspect of the lighting industry? Maintaining and updating these documents is made possible by an amazing team of diverse industry professionals who volunteer their time, just a few hours a month, to ensure our standards are up to date and relevant, in an ever-evolving industry.

Why should you join a Committee?
- Collaborate with other industry leaders
- Share your knowledge and experiences
- Acquire advanced knowledge of emerging technologies
- Develop ANSI/IES consensus standards

To be considered for a committee assignment, please complete a submission form at www.ies.org/join-committee
MISSION STATEMENT
The IES seeks to improve the lighted environment by bringing together those with lighting knowledge and by translating that knowledge into actions that benefit the public.

VISION STATEMENT
The IES will build upon a century of excellence to create the premier lighting community dedicated to promoting the art and science of quality lighting to its members, allied professional organizations, and the public.

LIGHTING QUALITY ENCOMPASSES THE APPROPRIATE USE OF LIGHT AND DARKNESS FOR HUMAN NEEDS, ACHIEVING THE OPTIMUM BALANCE OF THE PRACTICAL AND AESTHETIC ISSUES OF THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT

IES BELIEF STATEMENTS
WE BELIEVE
- Light is vital to life; it is as important as air, food, water and shelter
- Light and the absence of light affect human vision, health, and behavior
- Lighting should enhance comfort and aesthetics, important components of the built environment
- Lighting designs should respond to human needs, while minimizing negative environmental impacts
- Lighting quality should be a priority at the onset of any design and be maintained throughout the construction process
- Sustained research is necessary to quantify lighting benefits that improve the quality of life
- Lighting Standards and policies should be based on the consensus of topic experts informed by scientifically validated data
- As the lighting authority, the IES believes that collaboration with other non-lighting organizations on lighting policies and regulations is essential for the benefit of the public interest
- Global collaboration and member participation are vital to the long-term viability of the lighting community
- Education is critical to maintaining a robust, dynamic lighting community and for continued professional growth
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